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Application Manual
The application is a convenient interface between the user and the Guardio
device.
Informations mentioned below will guide you how to easy setup and use
the application.

Navigation bar - lets you to switch between screens and receive
current conditions from the device.

MAIN

SETTINGS

SYSTEM

REFRESH

SETTINGS screen – here you can setup work conditions,
event rules and actions.

SETTINGS
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MAIN screen– here you can control outputs and
receive conditions of inputs

MAIN
Press and hold to receive current
conditions from Guardio device

Press and hold to receive current
Settings info from Guardio device
Choose what kind of notification you want to be
received by UserA in case of InputA or InputB
being triggered.
Choose what kind of notification you want to be
received by UserB in case of InputA or InputB
being triggered
Set up how long InputA needs to be triggered to
start notifying user(s)

Switch to on/off/change OutputA

Switch to on/off/change OutputB

Condition
of OutputA

OFF
Waiting for reply
from the device

Condition
of OutputB

ON

Condition
of InputA
Condition
of InputB
Measured voltage
Measured temperature
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SYSTEM screen – here you need to provide some general
settings to enable communication with your Guardio
device

SYSTEM

Set up how long InputB needs to be triggered to
start notifying user(s)
Set up time [from 1 to 99 seconds or SOLID] of
OutputA trigger duration after being switched on
Setup time [from 1 to 99 seconds or SOLID] of
OutputB trigger duration after being switched on

Use Send setting button each time You
provided or changed any setting in the
application to store data in Guardio device
Provide SIM card number installed in
Guardio device as follow:
2 digits of country code and max.14digits
of phone number

Provide UserA phone number as follows:
2 digits of country code and max.14 digits
of phone number
(Optional) Provide UserB phone number:
2 digits of country code and max.14 digits
of phone number

Condition
of
Thermostat

Disabled
Cooling/Heating ON

Please note that the temperature and thermostat features are
avaible only if temperature sensor is connected to the device

Set up the proper mode if OutputB should work
as a programmable temperature regulator

Set up the highest temperature to be controlled
by programmable temperature regulator

It would be appreciated to receive comments and suggestions to
make Guardio even better.
Please don’t hesitate to write us on: guardio@guardio.eu

Set up the lowest temperature to be controlled
by programmable temperature regulator

Choose if you want to receive confirmation from
the device about command execution

Select language

www.guardio.eu
For your security you can provide 4 digits PIN code (default: 0000)
Please note that SIM card phone number and UserA phone number should be
provided first, then you can set up PIN code.
Send setting to device

Cooling/Heating OFF

